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1. [ATHENS]. FINE ALBUM OF WATERCOLOURS OF ANCIENT SITES OF ATHENS, with
cover title ‘ANTIQUITES GRECQUES’. [Greece, 1840s]. £ 2,750

Oblong 8vo, album with 20 pencil, pen, and watercolour drawings in grey wash, bistre and highlighted with white (120
x 170 mm; sometimes a little smaller); evenly lightly browned, a few spots in the margins; brown half sheep overt black
pebble-grained boards, front cover lettered in gilt; a little worn and rubbed - together with a larger (159 x 234 mm)
architectural drawing in the same style and hand, mounted on board.

A fine album of watercolours illustrating the main ancient sites of Athens a few years after Greek
independence.

The monuments are depicted in resplendent isolation before the inevitable encroachments of modernity and
civilisation. The Odeon is here seen still engulfed in rubbish; weeds and plant life picturesquely decorate the
crevices of the ruins; and lumps of masonry lie scattered over the sites before nineteenth century restorers
slotted them back in place.

Byron worship was still in the ascendant and this together with the accessibility of the country to tourist after
Turkish rule made Athens a more practical attraction for the romantically inclined traveller. The upper cover
is lettered ‘Antiquites Grecques’ which could indicate a French origin, but the quality of the album and the
style of binding suggest the work may be Greek and made for the embryonic tourist trade.

All the main antiquities are illustrated, or at least those that were visible before extensive excavations began.
The views include the Acropolis, Parthenon, Erechtheio, Karyatides statues of the Erechtheion, Propylaea
gallery, Nike temple, Odeon of Herodes Atticus, Philopappos Monument, Temple of Olympian Zeus, Arch of
Hadrian, Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, Tower of the Winds, Gate of Athena Archegetis, Stoa Poikile,
Temple of Hephaestus, The steps of Demosthenes, and a general view Thesion including the Temple of
Hephaestus. The last few illustrations illustrate sites outside of Athens that include the Temple of Poseidon at
Cape Sounion, Temple of Aphaia? Parnassos?

Provenance: The Blackmer copy, sold in 1989 as lot 1127; however, not in the collection catalogue.

I n te res t ing  g roup o f  l e t t e r s  by  the  ‘Ban jo  By ron ’ ,  and Poet  Laureate

2. AUSTIN, Alfred. A SERIES OF NINE AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, signed to John Dennis (1825-
1911) Swinford House, Ashford, Kent. Frebruary 28th 1895 to June 24th 1896. £ 600

Nine letters over c. 60 pages, 8vo in black ink on blindstamped printed address headed paper.

An interesting group of letters from the poet and future Poet Laureate Alfred Austin to John Dennis (1825-
1911) centred around the revision and publication of his poem The Human Tragedy in 1876.

In his letter of ‘Dec. 19th 1875 he tells Dennis ‘Yes, my muse canters along, winter despite – the first winter it
ever did so. But I am writing the very last part of “The Human Tragedy,” Pegasus warmed up in his work,



does not seem to care to draw breath. I wish I had nothing else to do but set him, & there was no nights, &
no meals, & no people, & no anything, but his bound & his nostrils. I could finish the course then in 48 hours &
then, I fear, fall out of the saddle, I don’t know how it has with other light weights of Apollo; but if I don’t
dismount after three hours run at most, I get frantic & ride at anything, & play old Hang with myself.’

Writing again on June 24 1876, Austin tells Dennis ‘I have read your
remarks on “The Human tragedy” with much interest, they are
distinguished by that care & well-bred moderation which constitutes
the great merit & charm of all your criticism. Sincerity & candour
breathe in every line.’ after this effusive introduction Austin
continues in a more critical tone ‘I read your article wherein you
regret the length of “The Human Tragedy” that had it been shorter
the delight of the reader & the fame of the writer wd have been
greater & appeal to Paradise Lost as the only long poem that is
perhaps not too long… in my own opinion is that Milton is so great,
precisely because he is too great for all of us, in other words
because there is too much of him… I do not think that any man
who is a zealous Christian & and unyielding moralist – as moralist is
understood in England at least – can quite fairly pick up “ The
Human Tragedy”, as a whole. And a Protestant Christian &
Protestant Moralist more especially lies under the disadvantage I am
thinking of.’

The other letters include discussion of T.B. Macauley ‘I do not feel
all your enthusiasm for the man Now I like him, Now I don’t … but
he was a shocking philistine narrow minded arrogant, & despite all “his Reading” [had] a very limited horizon.’
Leslie Stephen ‘ He reminds me of the bon vivant who, when he could drink no more wine said “pour it over
me.” Forsters Life of Swift ‘I had been much disappointed with it’ and Helen Zimmern, Arthur Schopenhauer ‘is
well worth reading, though your orthodoxy will revolt at the pessimism.

Austin probably met Dennis when he became sub editor of the Fortnightly Review in 1865 and subsequently in
Cornhill and Fraser’s Magazine.

Alfred Austin (1835-1913) was appointed Poet Laureate in 1896. ‘On Tennyson’s death in 1892 it was felt that
none of the then living poets, except Algernon Charles Swinburne or William Morris, who were outside
consideration on other grounds, was of sufficient distinction to succeed to the laurel crown, and for several
years no new poet-laureate was nominated. In the interval the claims of one writer and another were
assessed, but eventually, in 1896, Austin was appointed to the post after Morris had declined it. As a poet
Austin never ranked highly in the opinions of his peers, and was often derided as being a ‘Banjo Byron’’
(Wikipedia).

F i r s t  Nove l  by  Corne i l l e ’ s  N iece

3. [BERNARD, Catherine de?]. FEDERIC DE SICILE. Tome I [-III]. A Paris, Chez Jean Ribou,
MDCLXXX [1680]. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. [vi], 192; [ii], 178, [2] privilege; [ii],
178 [privilege]; some foxing and dustsoiling throughout, with occasional marginal
dampstaining; in contemporary calf, spines in compartments, tooled and lettered in gilt;
wear to spines and extremities, with some loss.

First edition of the first novel by the French novelist, poet, and playwright
Catherine Bernard (c.1662-1712).

Bernard was a cousin of Fontenelle and a niece of Corneille, and at the age of
seventeen moved from Rouen to Paris, with the aim of writing for the theatre.
She produced two tragedies, Léodamie and Brutus, in 1690 and 1691, with mixed
success before turning to the writing of “un grand nombre de pièces légères
que l’on trouve dans différents recueils, et notamment dans ceux de l’Académie
française de 1690 à 1697” (Nouvelle Biographie Générale). Of her writings, Coulet
says “[Elle] a forgé un chainon entre ‘La Princesse de Cleves’ et les romans
sentimentaux de Prevost, de Mme de Tencin, de Rousseau. Moins naturelle que
les classiques, elle se complait dans une tristesse au fond de laquelle on sent une
protestation angoissée” (Le Roman jusqu’à la Revolution, pp. 292-5).



The present novel has a youthful optimism about the possibilities of love, not always found in her later work,
but the undercurrents of her mature writings (the idea that love is all-powerful and that people, especially
women, are incapable of resistance, even though resistance is often wise) are still present.

OCLC records North American copies at the Newberry Library and the University of Illinois.

An Exh ib i t o r ’ s  Exh ib i t ?

4. BERTHAUD, Michel. EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE 1878 B. H. Berthaud Photo-Lithographe
9 rue du Cadet. [1878]. £ 3,850

Oblong Folio, 30 Heliogravure plates [395 × 570 mm. image size 260 × 360 mm]; original pebble grain brown cloth,
the upper cover lettered in gilt, some scuffs and abrasions.

A superb album of large scale views of this important Paris Exposition. In all probability the album was used as
an Exposition piece by Michel Berthaud (1845-1912) We have been unable to trace another copy or indeed
examples of the prints.

Michel Berthaud was active from 1864 and by 1870 he was head of the Maison Hélios at 9 Rue Cadet in Paris.
Together with his brother he expanded the business and opened several more French branches to the
business during the 1870 and 1880s. Michel Bethaud won a silver medal at the 1878 exposition and gold at the
1889 Exposition Universelle from which date the business was renamed Berthaud Frères.

The plates comprise:

1- Administration des Forest, Chalet Forestier
2- Pavillon des Gardes
3- Administration des Forest, Chalet Forestier
4 - Pavillon des la Ville de Paris
5 - Pavillon des la Ville de Paris
6 - Facade de la section Autrichienne
7 - Facade du Pavillon de Beaux-Art
8 - Pavillon des Beaux-Art
9 - Entre du Pavillon des Beaux-Art
10 - Panorama du Trocadero
11 - Parc du Champ de Mars
12 - Parc du Champ de Mars
13 - Palias du Trocadero
14 - Palais du Champ de Mars
15 - Palais du Champ de Mars

16 - Façade de la Section Anlaise
17 - Vue du Palais du Trocadero
18 - Vue de la Rue des Nations
19 - Façade de la Section Portugaise
20 - Façade de la Section des Pays-Bas
21 - Section Norvegienne
22 - Façade de la section Belge
23 - Façade de la section Americaine
24 - Section Italienne Exterieure
25 - Vestibule d’Honneur
26 - Section Estrangeres
27 - Section Espagnole
28 - Section Italienne
29 - Section Russe
30 - Façade de la section Chinoise

5. [BOOK PRODUCTION]. A. McLAY & CO. LTD., Ely Factory, Cardiff . Views of Works
1927 [cover title]. Cardiff, A. McLay & Co. Ltd., 1927. £ 450



Photo album with 15 bromide prints (each measuring 190 x 140 mm) mounted on 8 cardboard sheets with printed
captions; well-preserved in the original morocco-backed pebble-grain cloth; front cover lettered in gilt; one corner, head
and tail of spine worn.

A fine in-house publication by the Cardiff printers, binders and paper bag manufacturers A. McLay & Co, who
are still going strong in Wales to this day.

The album opens with an exterior view of the factory, contains several interiors with the workforce in the
litho department, hand composing department, as well as a view of the City Sale Room, which exhibits the
wide range of products offered by McLays, from product packaging, alot of advertisements, to labels and
books. The intended final photo of Outside Representatives is only indicated by the caption in the empty mount;
it was probably not finished in time for publication.

Rare  S tudy  o f  Mathemat i ca l  Paradoxes

6. CHIMINELLO, Vincenzo. RIFLESSIONI SU LA VERITÀ di
alcuni Paradossi analitici. … In Venezia, Nella Stamperia Grazioni a S.
Apollinare. MDCCLXXXIV [1784].                                       £ 285

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 72; light dampstain throughout first half of book,
and occasional marginal corrections in contemporary hand, but otherwise clean
and fresh; in contemporary wrappers; dampstain to upper cover, which also
features later library label.

First edition of this study of mathematical paradoxes by the Paduan
mathematician and astronomer Vincenzo Chiminello (1741-1815).

The work is divided into five articles, which deal with questions relating to
equations, division and multiplication by imaginary quantities, and the
common origin of real and imaginary roots. Chiminello was Toaldo’s
assistant at the Padua observatory, succeeding him as director and
professor of astronomy in 1797.

Not recorded by OCLC.

Rare  Per iod i ca l  f o r  C l imb ing  Boy s

7. [CHIMNEY SWEEPS]. THE CLIMBING BOYS’ ADVOCATE. From May to December,
1856. London: Judd & Co., Gray’s Inn Road, [1856]. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION, ALL PUBLISHED. 8vo, pp. viii, 32, 2, 2; with a number of woodcuts throughout;apart from
some light dust-soiling in places, a clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary, possibly original publisher’s, cloth,
upper board lettered in gilt, spine defective at head and cloth rather faded and worn, but still an appealing copy.

First edition of this very rare short lived periodical The Climbing Boys’ Advocate, expressly aimed at the climbing
boys themselves, as the editor notes in his opening address:



‘If the legislative enactment of 1840, passed with a view to release you from the climbing system that bore so
heavily upon you, had taken effect, as Acts of Parliament ought to do, this document would not have been
needed. As matters now stand, and notwithstanding the Act of Parliament alluded to, you still exist as
Climbing Boys: and numbers of your compeers have bee made to endure much misery and hardship with the
last sixteen years. On reading your own book, “The Climbing Boys’ Advocate”, you will find that particular
reference is made to this, but we should bear in mind, that from the nature of your employment you are
precluded from the means of instruction, and therefore cannot read. In this emergency we would advise you
to take your book to some friendly, kind-hearted ragged boy who will read it to you’ (p. v).

The periodical provides a fascinating and harrowing glimpse in to the work of climbing boys, each monthly part
containing ‘General Information’ and the ‘Latest Intelligence’ not only from London, but all over the country
(Leicester, Huddersfield, Liverpool and Margate to name but a few). Individual accounts are given under such
headings as ‘A boy fast in a chimney’, ‘cases of cruelty’, ‘Fines for employing climbing boys’ and ‘climbing
chimneys and flues’. The work concludes with two poems, The Climbing Boys’ Appeal to the Community and The
Reply to the Climbing Boys’ Appeal, both of which were evidently printed to accompany the periodical, but
nevertheless could be purchased separately, as is noted at the foot of the final page of The Reply.

Although an Act was passed in 1840 which made it unlawful for master sweeps to take apprentices under
sixteen and to prevent anyone under twenty-one to ascend a chimney the act was not enforced stringently
until 1868. Even so late as 1875 and 1894 new legislation had to be passed to eradicate the still prevalent use
of children to sweep chimneys.

OCLC locates copies in Oxford and Cambridge, COPAC does not give additional locations.

Two gos s ip ing  c r i t i c s

8. COOK, Edward Dutton. A SERIES OF 97 AUTOGRAPH LETTERS TO WILLIAM THOMAS
MOY. [London] 1870, 1875- 1883. £ 3,750

8vo mainly 4 pp. or single sheets, written in purple ink in neat small hand.

A facscinating and important group of letters forming one side correspondence between two nineteenth
century drama critics, including discussions of plays, their writers and their misfortunes and tempers; also
actors and the literature of the day (many of the letters 800 words long), as well as gossip on Dickens’ wife.

From 1867 to 1875 Edward Dutton Cook was the dramatic critic for the Pall Mall Gazette, later taking the
same position for The World newspaper. William Thomas Moy (1828-1910) was on the staff of Household
Words from 1851 until 1858 before becoming dramatic critic, and contributor to The Daily News from 1868
until 1901; dramatic critic of The Academy from 1875 until 1879; and latterly the first editor of Cassell’s
Magazine.

Both were well embedded in the theatrical hustle and bustle. The letters from Cook begin on the 23th
November 1870 and continue until 5th January 1883. The first letter starts with an estimation of The Palace of
Truth a three-act blank verse “Fairy Comedy” by W. S. Gilbert first produced at the Haymarket Theatre in
London on the 19th November 1870. Cook does not care for ‘blank verse’: ‘Gilbert resorts to it is I think an



affectation. Without question his work is superior to existing burlesques of the sort you mention. What
indeed could be worse? But he won’t thank one for praise of that kind.’

There is then a break in the correspondence until it resumes again in 1875 and is then continuous until 1883.
In a letter of 10th October Cook thanks Moy ‘I am very glad to find that you think as I do in regard to the
treatment I have experienced from the P[all] M[all] G[azette] I really should not go on writing for it. Yet
Greenwood evidently thinks that I have very little to complain of - rating my services the which very cheaply
and holding my departure as a matter of the slightest consequence. its hard for I did my best for the
paper…Greenwood, I suppose, is using the paper as a means of “Getting into Society” and no doubt the
difficulty of saying no is great under such circumstances.’ This letter like many in the collection runs to
something in the order of 850 words. A note inserted and dated the following day explains that Thomas Moy
had intervened in the situation and Cook was still ‘dramatic critic’ for the PMG. Clearly an occasional
correspondence became transformed into a friendship after this timely intervention.

Further highlights from the correspondence include:

15th November 1875: In a miscellaneous letter on
rheumatism, Aaron Hill’s work, Swift, amongst other
topics ‘we shall miss old Oxenford at the theatre - his loud
talking, his terrific cough and his strange intellect - male
and female - to say nothing of his absolutely weak and
often dishonest sisters.’

2nd February 1876: ‘Many thanks for the Telegram. Mrs
Dickens happened to be here when it arrived and thus had
the earliest information of the event. Of course she knew
Forster well - but she had little reason to like him much -
for he was Dickens’ adviser and agent in all the dirty work
of separation. … John Forster was to have been the God
father of the lately born son of Mrs Perugini - formally Mrs
Charles Collins and Miss Kate Dickens - It is supposed
Forster’s money will go to the Dickens family (excepting
Charles) who was not friendly with his parent’s executor
and biographer. Forster’s large Library was to have been
bequeathed to the nation.’

23rd February 1876: Cook who had ‘been spending two or three days at Gadhill’ thanks Moy for some Zoo
tickets and explains that Moy had ‘probably seen by this time what I had to say about Irving’s Othello. I derive
very little pleasure from his Shakespearian performances, but I confess I think the Othello no worse than the
others … I wish for many reasons to write temperately upon the subject and even perhaps to strain a point of
two in the actor’s favour, although my editor (the reverse of yours) was rather anxious for an onslaught…
The rushing out to meet Desdemona I particularly dislike. But nearly every Othello has so rushed out since
the days of Edmund Kean who I believe invented the business.’

4th April 1877: Worries over Cooks own writings surface when he relates that ‘I am bothered by my novel …
I fear it to be too late for this season and too early for next.’ and also on his other productions ‘I am writing a
short story for the midsummer number of All the Year Round. What would the late C.D. have thought of such
an innovation!’

5th May 1877: Some tardy, vicious sort of gossip on rivals and writers he describes W.S. Gilbert as ‘really is an
odious person because of his vanity and his ungovernable temper which indeed seem to be driving him
towards insanity. Altogether I am disposed to place a limited amount of sympathy at the disposal of Henrietta
Hodson.’ This was on the undignified pamphlet war with the actress Henrietta Hodson that peaked during
1877. Or on Clement Scott [12 May 1877], ‘an hysterical idiot who certainly should not be allowed to
exercise critical authority.’

22nd October 1877: Servant troubles are reported. ‘We have been in Great perturbation here. The nurse -
whose merit is that she has taken excellent care of the child - was seized last night with labour pains and had
to be packed off at once to St Pancras hospital. I had the doctor in whose opinion was very decided. She had
been suspected but her protestations of innocence had been loud and indignant. A soldier ids the Don Juan. I
did not want to be brutal, but I could not have the accouchement come off on the premises and acted
throughout on the doctor’s advice’.

25th February 1878: ‘There is scandal in this neighbourhood touching that temperate veteran and exemplary
moralist the late George Cruikshank. An illicit wife with a family of ten children, the youngest only two years
old has been discovered in Ernest Street – near his house in the Hampstead Road … The serene Mrs G.C. is



said to be much exercised by this disclosure and at the departed’s biggest, of a large legacy to his prolific but
unwedded wife’ this letter also contains information on Charles Dickens ‘ the memoirs I hear are to contain a
fierce attack upon Dickens because inter alia of his treatment of his wife. Mrs Dickens is a little uneasy on the
subject, shrinking rather from a championship she did not ask for which promises moreover to be over
officious and clumsy’. Clearly the relationship between the two critics was close with a liberal exchange of
confidences.

July-November 1878: Mrs Dickens was a fairly regular topic as she was not only a good friend of Dutton
Cooks wife Linda Scates whom he had met at Gad’s Hill Place, at the house of Charles Dickens. But also their
next door neighbour. In a letter of 31st July 1878 Mrs Dickens is described as ‘ailing a good deal.’ The letters
also over the years discuss plays both current and historical, actors, and novelists ‘what poor stuff is Wilkie
Collins’s novel’ , the use of language, other critics, reviews and politics and art, on the 27th November 1878
‘The Whistler Case, this morning strikes me as very feeble and ignorant. Whistler is a charlatan, clever over
seeking notoriety at any price. I think the verdict was a fair one. Ruskin’s intemperance of expression certainly
deserved some rebuke.’

7th January 1879: Dutton informs Moy ‘Mrs Dickens, her doctor tells me, is not in immediate danger, unless
haemorrhage sets in, but her recovery is hopeless, she suffers very much and would suffer more, but
morphine is twice a day being injected into her veins and certainly she grows weaker… she brightened up a
bit and amused us all by describing Irving in Othello as “like a Christy Minstrel” gone mad.’ Dutton describes
how he cannot really write on her treatment at Charles Dickens hands but then reveals the exact amount
given in bequests, and discusses the letters between Dickens and Catherine to be published by ‘Miss Hogarth
and Miss Dickens’ Also Charles Dickens’ attempt to have his wife committed to a lunatic asylum, the affair and
bequest to Ellen Ternan, ‘since married to a parson in the west of England who knows nothing of the past or
prudently shut his eyes to it.’

20th November 1879: Cook writes ‘We have just returned from a very sad and bitterly cold business at
Highgate. As my wife much desired to attend the funeral of one who was to her a most dear old friend I hired
a brougham and prudently took a well-filled flask with me. It was snowing pretty hard - but the grave proved
to be under cover – a sort of vault, but owing to the slope of the hill rather like a cupboard, under the
shadow of Highgate Church. I looked to see if there was any friend I could bring back, but with the exception
of Fred Evans (the printer not the clown) not a soul was present beyond those who had started from
Gloucester Crescent. These were C.D. & H.F.D. and their wives, Miss Dickens (Mamic), Miss Hogarth, Mr &
Mrs Perugini, William Hogarth, Wills, Fuller (doctor) Richardson ( lawyer) Old Mr Philp, aged 81 [actually 79],
father of Miss [Elizabeth] Philp, the singer and ourselves. There were no mourning couches or plumes or pall.
Everything was of the simplest. But the oak coffin was piled up with flowers.’

The letters continue in the same vein for several years, discussing contemporary topics, articles, gossip yet
more visits to the zoo and health. Dutton Cook appears to be deteriorating in health and the correspondence
comes to an end in January 1883 several months before his sudden death, apparently on his own doorstep at
69 Gloucester Crescent on the 11th September 1883. He was interred in the same cemetery as Mrs Dickens
had been less than four years before.

‘ I  p resume there  i s  no th ing  in ju r ious  in  a  L ib rary  o r  Museum,  abs t rac ted l y  cons idered ’

9. COOKESLEY, Rev. William Gifford. AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE TOWN-HALL,
WINDSOR, upon the opening of the Windsor and Eton Literary and Scientific Institution … Eton:
Printed by E. Williams and Son. [1836]. £ 235

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. iv, 19, [1] imprint; minor foxing in places, otherwise a
very good copy, stitched as issued in the original printed publisher’s wraps, inscribed by the author at head.

Scarce first edition of the first lecture given by William Gifford Cookesley on the opening of the Windsor and
Eton Literary and Scientific Institution.

‘Our Institution, if carried out to its full and proper ends, would confer material advantages on all ranks in the
town, I entirely believe: I cannot understand why that, which has proved so benficial elsewhere, should not be
beneficial to Windsor. I presume there is nothing injurious in a Library or Museum, abstractedly considered:
nay - being very fond of reading a newspaper myself, by my own fireside, I really believe I should not be much
frightened, if such an apparition were to invade the public reading room of a society of gentlemen’ (pp. 2-3).

The classical scholar William Gifford Cookesley (1802-1880) was educated at Eton College and at King’s
College, Cambridge, which he entered as a scholar in 1821. From 1829 until 1854 he was an assistant master
at Eton. Cookesley published a number of school editions of classical authors, including several of Pindar
(1838, 1844, 1851). He also produced some volumes of sermons, and various theological books and



pamphlets, including works against popery (1849), on Jews in parliament (1852), and on Mosaic miracles
(1853), and a volume of criticisms of Bishop Colenso’s views on the Pentateuch (1863).

OCLC records one copy only, at the British Library.

Ear l y  Mus i c  Therapy

10. DESESSARTS, Jean Charles. RÉFLEXIONS SUR LA MUSIQUE, considérée comme moyen
curatif, lues à la séance publique de l’Institut national des sciences et arts, le 20 vendémiaire an XI …
[Paris], Baudouin, Frimaire an XI [1802]. £ 285

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 20; paper somewhat browned throughout, but
otherwise generally fresh, with cropped inscription from the author ‘par l’au[teur]’ at head of title; in recent wrappers.

First edition of this unusual early lecture on music therapy, by the celebrated physician Jean Charles
Desessarts (1729-1811).

Gathering together some of the observations made by earlier writers, including Roger, Bourdelot, and Dodart,
Desessarts discusses the effect of music in the treatment of melancholy, hypochondria, madness, and mania, as
well as its use in cases of epilepsy, sciatica, and other ailments, and its ability to speed up convalescence. He
gives several case histories, noting the composers who have been effective, before identifying four reasons
why the music was not more widely used by physicans, one of which is the ridicule heaped upon any doctor
who suggests it. Desessarts then examines the differences between ancient and modern music, and the
effectiveness of various instruments, keys, and modes, concluding that the use of music is to be encouraged,
“au moins contre des maladies difficiles et regardées à peu près comme incurables”.

OCLC records copies at the National Library of Medicine, the Wellcome,
Michigan, the Library of Congress, UCLA, and the Dutch Royal Library.

11. DIBDIN, Charles. THE MUSICAL TOUR OF MR DIBDIN; in
which - previous to his embarkation for India - he finished his career
as A Public Character … Sheffield: printed for the Author by J.
Gales, and sold by All the Booksellers throughout the Kingdom.
1788.                                                                                   £ 300

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [6], iv, 308, 307-338, 335-443, [1], engraved
music for 7 songs on 15 leaves; early nineteenth century green half calf, with
marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, marbled edges, rubbed at extremities;
tipped in ALS by Dibdin; armorial bookplate of F. Buddle Atkinson.

In 1787 the composer, dramatist, poet, novelist, actor, singer and
entertainer Charles Dibdin (1745-1814) faced some sort of mid-life crisis



and financial difficulties. With a musical tour he tried to raise money to overcome his debts and to be able to
emigrate to India, however, he disembarked at Torbay.

In this delightful book, written in the form of letters during his nine-month tour of English provincial towns, he
reports on his reception, the local audience and the venues. Much of the theatrical and musical developments
and fashions are commented upon and a light-hearted style of a thoroughbred thespian, performer and
musician permeates the entire volume.

The undated ALS tipped in at the front of this work can be dated to the early years of the nineteenth century.
Dibdin informs his recipient that ‘I have composed the piece and by the addition of the new song, I think it
hangs well together. I really think it would be premature to cut out the duel at the end of the first act … He
accounts for some failure from ‘the performers are too imperfect’.

Perhaps  the  bes t  l i v ing  in  the  K ingdom

12. [DODDINGTON RECTORY]. A CATALOGUE OF ABOUT 340 DOZENS OF FINE
WINES, A large collection of Dresden, Sevres, Oriental, Old Leeds, Chelsea, Derby, early English and
other China, Articles of Virtue, Decorative & Ornamental Items, Works of Art, Oil Paintings, Prints
& Lithographs, Glass, table & bed Linen, Library of upwards of 900 vols. of books, Pair of Ponies,
Brougham, Saddles, Harness… Which will be Sold by auction, by Messrs. Jonas Paxton and George
Castle, On the premises, at Doddington Rectory, On Monday… and Thursday, the 22nd… and 25th
days of March, 1869. 8vo, pp. 40; as issued.

[Together with:] DODDINGTON RECTORY, Rough Inventory of China… Pictures & Articles of
Ornament &c. £ 550

Two manuscript volumes, small 4to each approx 100 pp. with a rough preliminary draught of the contents of the
Rectory carried out by the auctioneers; loosely inserted 10 ALS from the trustees and others to the Auctioneers.

An interesting archive recording the dispersal of the contents of perhaps the best living in the kingdom.

With the drainage of the fens during eighteenth century the unproductive lands associated with the living at
Doddington rose to something approaching 5,000 guineas a year. As the advowson of the rectory at
Doddington rose, calls for the parish to be divided led eventually to two Acts of Parliament, in 1847 and 1856,
to create six separate rectories. The Acts however did not begin to come into force until the death in 1868 of



the Revd. Algernon Peyton, the last rector of the ancient parish of Doddington, who had held his lucrative
office for fifty-seven years.

At this time the income of the parish had risen to £7,306 yearly and it would seem that Peyton used this to
indulge his taste in fine wines and old porcelain. On his death the contents of the rectory were put up for sale.
Unusually we have together with the catalogue the original auctioneer’s note books, together with
correspondence with the printers advertising the sale; there is also a plea from a London bookseller asking the
sale to be delayed by an hour or so in order for them to reach the rectory in time to buy the book lots.

13. [DRAKE, Judith attributed to]. AN ESSAY IN DEFENCE OF THE FEMALE SEX. In which
are inserted the characters of a Pedant, a Squire, a Beau, a Vertuoso, a Poetaster, a City Critick, &c.
In a Letter to a Lady. Written by a Lady … London, for A. Roper at the Black Boy, and R. Clavel at
the Peacock, 1696. £ 1,750

THIRD EDITION, ‘WITH ADDITIONS’. 8vo, pp. [xxxii], 148, [4] contents; with engraved frontispiece; apart from
some minor foxing in places, a clean copy throughout; in contemporary speckled sheep, recently rebacked, spine
lettered and numbered in blind, corners rubbed, otherwise a very good copy.

Third edition ‘with additions’ of An Essay in Defence of the Female Sex, by the writer and medical practitioner
Judith Drake (fl. 1696–1723).

‘Written in a lively and witty style, Drake’s pamphlet
defends women against the accusations of vanity,
impertinence, enviousness, dissimulation, and
inconstancy which men make against them. In satirical
sketches of the Scholar, the Country Squire, the Beau,
the Virtuoso, the Poet, and the Coffee-house
Politicians she revealed the weaknesses of men. While
admitting to ‘a very great Veneration’ for the Royal
Society in general, she thought there was ‘a vast
difference between the particular Members’. She
attacked the ‘Mushrome and Cockel-shell Hunters’.
What ‘noble Remedies, what serviceable Instruments’
had they produced to equal ‘so good a Med’cine as
Stew’d Prunes, or so necessary an Instrument as a
Flye-Flap’? She argued that women by nature were no
less talented than men. ‘Never design’d for Fatigue’,
they were ‘chiefly intended for Thought and the
Exercise of the Mind’. Men’s physical strength made them more fitted ‘for Action and Labour’ (Drake, Essay,
18). Aware of women’s potential to ‘become their Superiours’ men had denied them access to education
(ibid., 21). She had sharp words for those men who believed time spent in women’s company was
‘mis’employ’d’ (ibid., 6) but admitted that among the ‘inferior sort’, ‘the Condition of the two Sexes’ was
‘more level’ than among their social superiors (ibid., 15–16)’ (Oxford DNB).

The work was once attributed to Mary Astell, and then attributed to Judith
Drake on account of the effusive commendatory poem (after the Preface) by
her brother James Drake, and by her appearance in a post 1741 Curll
catalogue as the author. The first edition appeared in 1696.

Wing D2125C.

14. [EXHIBITION]. THE PETIT LOUVRE, being the original
Drawings from the Distinguished Paintings that adorned the Louvre
during the Reign of Napoleon Buonaparte. London; printed for A. Hays,
183 Regent Street, 1827.                                                            £ 250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 16; disbound.

The exhibition was formed from original watercolours commissioned for
engraving in Filhol’s Galerie du Musée Napoléon, Paris 1804-1811.

By 1827 many of the original paintings had been returned from the countries
Napoleon had - through conquest - acquired them from. The exhibition
represented the Louvre’s collection as it had appeared before 1815 ‘when the



Louvre was the emporium of the world’ (introduction). The watercolours having already been utilised for
publication, and a rather out of date and defunct one at that, they where now brought to London, probably
with a view to making a sale.

The Exhibition appears to have flopped as it ran for only a few weeks at the end of July and beginning of
August 1827 in the Cosmorama Rooms, 209 Regent’s Street. The ‘Rooms’ served as a fashionable meeting
place in addition to the advertised shows, with paintings and other objects of art offered for sale.

OCLC records one copy, at the Getty.

Escape to  London f rom Revo lu t ionary  F rance

15. FORES, Samuel William. FORES’ NEW GUIDE FOR FOREIGNERS, containing The Most
complete and accurate Description of the Cities of London and Westminster, and their environs …
In French and English / Nouveau Guide des Etrangers … seconde edition … . London: Printed for S.
W. Fores, n. d. [1790]. £ 485

12mo, pp. [28, various paginations], 131 (all pages repeated for the parallel text), [3]; contemporary black half calf,
red morocco label; lightly rubbed at extremities.

This dual language guide to London was first published in late 1789 and reissued a year later. According to the
title page, it could be purchased both with and without a map ‘in which the names of the streets are
alphabetically arranged’. This map (Howgego 190) was available ‘done up for the pocket’ at the additional price
of two shillings. Fores’ stated market for his guide is two-fold; both ‘to accommodate foreigners who visit this
metropolis’ whilst also affording entertainment ‘to the resident man of taste’. To this end he includes notes
and descriptions in English and French on the principal sites, such as the Bank of England and Chelsea Hospital
whilst including details of interest to a visitor on postage rates to various places abroad. In fact his descriptions
of ‘sites’ extends well beyond London taking in Reigate, Hatfield House, Box Hill and the like. But in spite of
its stated aims the guide’s real purpose must have been dictated by the recent events in France of which Fores
would have had speedy knowledge given his workshop’s position ‘opposite the Paris Diligence Office’. The
early 1790’s would then have seen quite a few travellers from across the Channel arriving in London, many
seeking to acquaint themselves with both the sites and culture of the metropolis for a more prolonged stay
than they would have liked.

The text itself seems to be a plagiarism of John Mazzinghi’s similar French-English Guide Nouveau of 1785.
Indeed in the 1793 edition Mazzinghi notes with some petulance “a small treatise which appeared a few years
ago … chiefly selected from my first published work …”. Both editions of Fores’ Guide are very scarce,
represented in single copies in institutional collections.

ESTC locates only one copy at Yale and of the first edition only the BL copy; NUC and COPAC add one
further copy of the first edition only, at the Corporation of London.

Laws  sur round ing  c rue l t y ,  p r inc ipa l l y  domes t i c  v io l ence

16. FRANCK, Johann Melchior. DE SAEVITIA Praeside Petro Müllero … in auditorio ictorum
ad d. Maii, MDCXII disputabit. Jenae, Stanno Nisiano, [1692]. £ 500



DISSERTATION. 4to, pp. 88; some browning in places due to paper stock, but generally clean throughout; in
recent blue and white patterned boards, with black morocco label on spine, lettered in gilt.

First edition (a second appeared in 1716) of this uncommon Jena dissertation on the laws surrounding cruelty,
principally domestic violence.

Franck examines what is meant by the term saevitia, and discusses the use of anger as a defence for violence,
before dealing in detail with the laws surrounding various cases of cruelty: husband against wife, father against
child, householder against servant, and finally, away from the domestic setting, violence of conquerers against
the conquered. The common thread, of course, is that of the perpetrators’ being in a position of power over
the victims. Franck examines the state of German law on these questions, and proposes some amendments.

OCLC records just one copy in North America, at Columbia Law Library.

The Impor tance o f  Forens i c  Med ic ine

17. GRAFF, Johann Adam. DIE TODESART der halbverbrannt gefundenen Gräfin von Görlitz.
Medizinisch-gerichtliche Verhandlungen, nebst einem Anhange, enthaltend: I. Selbstverbrennung. II.
Das Experiment des Herrn Prof. Bischoff in Giessen. III. Versuche, welche im Hospitale gemacht
wurden. IV. Schlussfolgerungen. Erlangen, Verlag von J.J.Palm und Ernst Ecke, 1850. £ 385

FIRST SEPARATE EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], 136; some foxing and spotting throughout; with sporadic pencil
markings; in the original printed wrappers; extremities worn.

First separate edition of this uncommon study highlighting the importance of forensic medicine in one of the
best known murder cases of mid-nineteenth century Germany.

The case of the countess of Görlitz, found dead in her chamber, June 13, 1847, excited attention throughout
Europe. The upper part of her dress was burned, and her head, neck, and arms were charred. The floor and
furniture were much damaged by fire.

The physician who examined the remains pronounced the case one of spontaneous combustion. The following
summer, the remains were exhumed, and Liebig and Bischoff, who examined them, published their report
exploding the theory of spontaneous combustion. In March 1850, Stauff, the count’s valet, was tried and
convicted for murdering the countess.

This separately paginated offprint from Henke’s Zeitschrift für Staatsarzneikunde is a thorough documentation of
the forensic investigations into the case. This detailed report begins with the post mortem report, and
contains a number of experts’ theories about the possibility of self-combustion, as well as the likelihood of
suicide. The forensic expert, pharmacologist Heinrich Emmanuel Merck (founder of the eponymous
pharmaceutical company) could prove that the countess had been poisoned and partially burnt in order to
destroy evidence.

OCLC records three copies outside continental Europe, at the British Library, the Royal College of Surgeons,
and the University of Maryland.



P lans  to  prevent  w i l fu l  f i r es  in  London

18. [GRIFFIN, (afterwards STONESTREET), George.] REFLECTIONS OCCASIONED BY
THE FREQUENCY OF FIRES IN THE METROPOLIS; with thoughts on measures for adding to public
security, and remarks on the law of arson. Addressed to the Right Honourable Lord Kenyon, Lord
Chief Justice of England. By Philanthropos. London. Sold by G. G. J. and J. Robinsons, J. Debrett,
Piccadilly; J. Whieldon, J. Sewell. 1790. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 44; with half title; finely rebound in half calf, marbled boards, vellum tips, a very good
copy.

First edition of this scarce working complaining of the increase of the wilful burning of properties in order to
defraud insurance companies.

In a plan well ahead of his time, the author proposed the establishment of a “fire jury” whose job it would be
to investigate the causes of fires, the forerunner of the modern fire-officer (and coroner in cases of loss of
life) whose responsibilities are very similar. Griffin also suggested that there should be a “fire watch”
comprising a body of “engineers and firemen” who would patrol the city at night.

ESTC online records two copies, at the BL and Cambridge.

A Miner s  Vade Mecum

19. HARDY, William. THE MINERS GUIDE: or Compleat Miner. Birmingham: Printed by T.
Warren, 1762. £ 1,250

SECOND EDITION. Two parts in one vol., 8vo, pp. [iv], 112 (p. 101 is a folding table printed on recto only); vii, 84;
well preserved in contemporary half calf over marbled boards; early rebacking, worn, but stable, later endpapers,
bookplate of William Allen Potter inside paste-down.

Scarce second edition of Hardy’s informative work. Divided into several sections the first begins with a brief
discussion of methods employed in finding ‘veins’ of lead-ore, copper-ore, or silver-ore. The second section
deals with the laws regulating the mining industry, and articles for the High-Peak Hundred, Eyam and Stony-
Middleton, Hassop, Ashford in Devon, the lead mines at Wirksworth, Long-Stone near Ashford - each with a
list of the jurors, bills of complaint and cross-bills. At page 77 Hardy describes ‘The Art of Dialling’ and the
properties of the lodestone and magnet followed by an explanation of how to arrange working shifts. The
‘Appendix’ includes a ready reckoner with tables and calculations to estimate loads etc.

First published Sheffield in 1748, this edition is printed in a rather large antiqua type, which sometimes was
linked to Baskerville, who was on good terms with the Birmingham printer. The type and layout are clearly
trying to emulate Baskerville’s highly legible designs. A third edition appeared in Wirksworth, a lead-mining
town in Derbyshire, as late as 1810, a fact which speaks for the enduring usefulness of this book. Thomas
Warren and his son were active as printers in Birmingham between 1727 and 1767, and are known to have



published Samuel Johnson’s first book, a translation of Jerónimo Lobo’s Voyage to Abyssinia. He was an investor
in one of the first mechanised cotton mills of the town and founded the first Birmingham newspaper.

Provenance: William Allen Potter, a Nottinghamshire farmer, businessman and High Sheriff, whose impressive
private collection included a wealth of genealogy, local history and the history of mining in the region.

See Hoover 387 for the first edition of 1748; ESTC locates only two copies in America, at the Library of
Virginia and University of Illinois; OCLC adds one further copy at Yale.

20. [HAYWOOD, Eliza]. LETTRES Traduites de l’Anglais. A Londres, 1751. £ 850

FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION. 12mo, pp. [viii], 278, [1] errata, [1] blank; a clean copy throughout;
contemporary calf, spine gilt, head and tail chipped and label missing, but still a very good copy.

Rare first edition in French of Eliza Haywood’s Love Letters on all occasions lately passed between persons of
distinction, which had first appeared in 1730. The translation includes all the original 62 letters, between the
likes of Lothario and Amanda, Theano and Elismonda, and Locutio and Brillante.

‘Eliza Haywood began her career writing erotic tales with an ostensibly political or high society background.
Her first novel, Love in Excess (1719) went through four editions in as many years. In the thirties, her writing
underwent a transformation suitable to the growing moral concerns of the era, and her later novels show the
influence of her male contemporaries Richardson and Fielding (this despite the fact that she may have been
the author of Anti-Pamela (1741), an early attack on Richardson’s first novel)’ (Nestvold, Aphra Behn and the
Beginnings of a Female Narrative Voice).

Rochedieu, p. 144; Streeter, The eighteenth-century English novel in French translation, p. 176; OCLC records just
four copies, three in France, and one in Switzerland.



Comprehens i ve  gu ide  to  good hea l th

21. HEYRENBACH, Johann Caspar. MEDICUS SUI IPSIUS, THEORETICUS & PRACTICUS,
seu Exegsis diaetetici regiminis, usus & abusus Sex Rerum necessariarum non Naturalium: … Styrae,
typis Gregorii Menhardt, MDCCLIII [1753]. £ 550

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [xx], 442, [7] index, [1] errata; woodcut head- and tail-pieces; foxing throughout,
heavier in places, and dampstaining to upper margin of first few gatherings; in contemporary skiver-backed specked
boards, with blind-stamped label on spine; spine cracked, boards and corners rubbed.

Uncommon first edition of this comprehensive guide to good health by the Austrian physician Johann Caspar
Heyrenbach.

The work is divided into three extended chapters, each of which consists of several parts. The first chapter
presents a guide to anatomy and the human body, describing both the external parts and the organs, as well as
the basic bodily functions, including nutrition and digestion, before examining the brain and the senses, as well
as the various human tempraments.

In the second chapter, Heyrenbach discusses external influences on health. He describes the effect of air,
whether damp, cold, humid or dirty, and examines the nature of airborn diseases. The work then goes on to
examine diet, discussing the various ingredients in food and drink, and giving advice on the best times of day
for meals and other related questions, including the diets of the literary and the athletic. Heyrenbach then
discusses wines, describing various types, including French, Hungarian, German and Spanish, and answering the
question of whether wine can truly be said to be a medicine. He goes on to discuss aquae vitae, drunkenness,
tea, coffee, and chocolate, before examining the role of sleep, exercise, and emotional states on health.

The third chapter is conerned with medicine and medical treatment. Here Heyrenbach discusses purgatives,
the use of baths and spring waters, and the use of nicotine and tobacco.

OCLC records copies at Kansas, the National Library of Medicine, and the Wellcome.

Mar ie  Huber :  “a  man ’ s  mind in  a  woman ’ s  hear t ”

22. [HUBER, Marie]. LE SISTEME DES ANCIENS ET DES MODERNES, Concilé par l’exposition
des sentimens differens de quelques théologiens sur l’état des âmes separées des corps. En quatorze
lettres. Nouvelle edition, augmentee par des notes & quelques pièces nouvelles. A Amsterdam, chez
les Wetsteins & Smith. 1733. £ 650

8vo, pp. xii, 310, [1] errata, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks, a
clean crisp copy throughout; two unobtrusive library stamps on title; uncut in
contemporary boards, spine titled in ink and library label at foot, some
browning and foxing to boards, but still a very desirable copy.

Uncommon expanded edition of this theological work by the Swiss
protestant thinker Marie Huber, which had first appeared in 1730 under
the title Sentiments Differents de quelques Theologiens, sur l’État des âmes
séparées des corps. En quatorze lettres.

Marie Huber (1695-1753) was the second of fourteen children of a
patrician family, born in Geneva, but spent most of her life near Lyon.
‘Influenced by a pietist uncle, Fatio de Duillier, this accomplished
Protestant maiden enthusiastically undertook to combat theological
dogma with rare logic and common sense. She rejected predestination
and sacraments, and favoured an inner and more personal religion
fostering mysticism and direct relation with God. Advocating reason as
her sole guide, she was described as having “a man’s mind in a woman’s
heart” … Immanuel Kant may owe her more than is generally
acknowledged. Forceful and unusually independent in her thinking, she
is considered the forerunner of liberal Protestantism’ (Pascale Dewey in The Feminist Encyclopedia of French
Literature (1999), p. 260). Her other works include Lettres sur la religion essentielle (1738; 1754) in which she
opposes rigid church dogma and precedes the deism of her compatriot, Jean-Jacques Rousseau; she also
translated and epitomised the Spectator (Amsterdam, 1753).

OCLC records five copies in North America, at Arizona, UC Berkeley, Yale, Cornell and Wayne State.



23. [HUME]. [NAIGEON, Jacques, editor]. RECUEIL PHILOSOPHIQUE, ou Mêlange de
Pieces sur la religion & la Moral. Par différents Auteurs … Londres [Amsterdam], 1770. £ 850

FIRST EDITION IN FRENCH. Two volumes bound in one, 8vo, pp. [iv], 190, [2] blank; [iv], 253, [1]; evidence
of very minor dampstain at head and tail in gutter in places (but not affecting the text), minor evidence of label being
adhered to foot of title just touching the imprint, otherwise apart from minor foxing in places, a clean crisp copy
throughout; contemporary mottled calf, spine attractively tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, head, tail,
joints and corners expertly repaired; a very desirable copy.

Uncommon first appearance in French of Hume’s Essay on Suicide
and The Immortality of the Soul, which had both been suppressed by
Hume himself for fear of prosecution.

He had originally planned to publish them in a book of Five
Dissertations in 1756, but when he received the proofs, decided to
withdraw these two essays from it. The remaining essays, together
with Of the Standard of Taste, were published the following year as
Four Dissertations. Shortly before his death, Hume tried to persuade
his publisher Strahan to publish these in an authorised posthumous
edition, but without success. An unauthorised version appeared in
London in 1777, entitled simply Two Essays, with no indication of
either author or publisher. It was not until 1783 that they were
published with an attribution to the author in Essays on Suicide, and
the Immortality of the Soul, ascribed to the late David Hume, Esq. Never
before published. With remarks, intended as an Antidote to the Poison
contained in these Performances. By the editor.

The volume Recueil Philosophique ou Melange de pieces sur la Religion & la Morale was edited by Jacques Andr‚
Naigeon (see Mossner, Life of Hume, p. 330), and Hume’s essays were translated by d’Holbach (Querard, IV, p.
166, and Jessop p.36). Hume, as becomes clear from his correspondence with Strahan, knew nothing of this
French translation, and would certainly have opposed it.

Jessop p. 36; Querard, IV, P. 166; not in Chuo catalogue.

24. HUMPHREYS, Henry Noel. INSECT CHANGES. AN ILLUMINATED PRESENT FOR
YOUTH: forming a first lesson in etomology. London: Published by Grant and Griffith, successor to
john Harris, corner of Saint Paul’s Churchyard. Mdcccxlvij [1847]. £ 425

12mo, pp. 32, [2], 16 advertisements; chromolithograph frontispiece and seven borders and an initial drawn on stone
by F. Bauer and printed in colours by H. Wood & Co. 107 Gt Russell St, By. original glazed printed cloth boards in gold
black white and red, expertly recased, free-endpaper stamped in red ink within a shield ‘Leighton & Son Angle St
Strand LS’.



A beautifully produced gift book for the aspiring etymologist, glowingly described in the advertisement ‘With
richly illuminated Boarders, composed of Flowers and insects, in the highly-wrought style of the celebrated
“Hours of Anne of Brittany,” and forming a First Lesson in Entomology. Super-royal 16mo. price 6s.’

This work comes within the period of a series of works that illustrated illuminated manuscripts from many
countries, including Illuminated Illustrations of Froissart (2 vols., 1844–5), Illuminated Books of the Middle Ages
(1844–9), The Art of Illumination and Missal Painting (1848) and The Origin and Progress of the Art of Writing
(1852).

Humphreys was interested in Italian art and worked with the landscape architect and prolific author J. C.
Loudon on a number of gardening books. ‘All Humphreys’ interests coalesced in gift books, his best-known
work. Lithography enabled him to combine illustrations, ornament, and calligraphy into an expressive unity’
[ODNB].

OCLC records four copies in North America, at the National Agricultural Library, North Carolina, Alberta
and Massey College, Toronto.

New Vapour  bath  to  t rea t  Cho le ra

25. JEKYLL, John. A LETTER ON THE GREAT UTILITY OF CAPTAIN JEKYLL’S PATENT
PORTABLE VAPOUR BATH in the Cholera Morbus of the East Indies, and the Yellow Fever of the
West Indies; containing a chapter of accidents on gout, rheumatism, pulmonary disorders, and the
effects of colds and chills on the labouring classes of this country. Addressed to Sir Henry Halford.
Bart. M.D. Physician to the King, and Royal Family, &c. &c. &c. [Bristol, J. G. Fuller] for Saunders and
Otley in London, MDCCXXVIII [1828]. £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 52; engraved folding frontispiece ‘Captn. Jekyll’s patent Vapour Bath.’ and two
folding lithograph plates of instructions by C. Hullmandel; partly cropped; a little browned or spotted in places; in recent
marbled boards.

A rare and unusual pamphlet advertising the use of a new patented vapour bath in the treatment of oriental
cholera and yellow fever, as well as other chronic diseases such as gout and asthma.

A review of Jekyll’s bath in the Athenaeum perhaps explains the scarcity of both pamphlet and bath. ‘We have
examined not only the pamphlet but the bath itself, and the latter appears to us a very useful invention; but
twelve guineas is a price out of all reason; and, till they are manufactured at a much cheaper rate, the patent
will neither benefit the patentee nor the public’.

The two lithographic plates at the end of the work were clearly once a folio sheet of instructions for
assembling the apparatus.

Not in OCLC.

Rec ipes  fo r  I cecreams ,  S i rups  and Sorbet s

26. LANDRIANI, Gioseffantonio. LA PRATICA DEL DISTILLATORE E CONFETTIERE
ITALIANO. Ancona, presso Arcangelo e figlio Sartori, 1816. £ 750



12mo, pp. 95, printed on blue paper; title and final leaf a little spotted, pp. 23/4 with paperflaw resulting in the loss of
a few letters; partly uncut in contemporary blue boards, spine a bit worn and with worming to hinges.

Contrary to the title the recipes given in this book are not for distillates, but for sirups, icecream, sorbets,
fruit confections, caramel, cordials, ratafias, and Eau de Cologne. Detailed instructions are given for the
production of gelati in the shape of various fruits - still a mainstay of the elegant Italian gelateria. The second
part is devoted to various recipes for marzipan, and the manufacture of marzipan fruits and vegetables. Smaller
sections deal with liqueurs and flavoured drinks. First published in 1785 in Pavia, this little handbook for
confectioners was reprinted with alterations and additions up to 1827; all editions are rare.

The author was chef to the Count Vistarino near Pavia. The family introduced the Pinot Noir grape to their
vast estate Rocca de’Giorgi and are still among the leading up-market wine makers of Northern Italy.

B.IN.G number 1084 (‘1a edizione’); this edition not in OCLC or ICCU; OCLC locates one copy of the first
edition in New York Public Library, a copy of the Milan 1820 edition at UCLA, and a Naples, 1823 edition, in
the Wellcome.

The Consequences  o f  H indu i sm to  Women

27. [LLOYD, Henrietta]. HINDU WOMEN: with glimpses into their life and zenanas. London:
James Nisbet & Co., 21 Berners Street. 1882. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 143, [1] blank, [8] advertisements; a clean copy throughout, with contemporary
prize label on front pastedown; in the original blue publisher’s cloth, upper board and spine lettered in gilt, some
rubbing to extremities, but still a very good copy.

First edition of this lively attack on Hinduism (with forays into other Indian religions) and its unfortunate
consequences for women in India, written in order to show the obstacles placed in front of Christian
missionaries in the country, by Henrietta Lloyd, the editorial secretary of the Church of England Zenana
Missionary Society.

‘Of the woman’s life and fate … we must next give some brief sketch. The outline might be a few sharp
touches as follows: - The unwelcome birth. The child-marriage. The lonely wife-life; its vacant, listless drag.
The joys of motherhood. The horrors of widowhood. The gloomy future. Life without hope, and death in
darkest despair. … For a female to aspire to the exercise of her free-will would be “shocking to the Hindu
community”’ (p. 24).

OCLC records three copies in North America, at Harvard, North Carolina and Wisconsin, Madison.

28. [MARRIAGE - TRANSFORMATION PRINT]. THREE WEEKS BEFORE MARRIAGE.
Three Weeks after Marriage. [London], Printed for J. Smith, N.o 35, Cheapside; Nor.r7, 1789. £ 550

Hand coloured etching (plate size 240 × 190 mm); cut close to plate margin, mounted at an early date.



By turning the image of the faces of a couple looking at each other up-side-down the facial expressions flip
from contented happiness to grim and scornful disdain.

Br i t i sh  Corn  Laws  and the i r  a f fec t  on  Germany

29. MEISTERLIN, F. BEMERKUNGEN ÜBER DIE EINFLUß
DER KORNGESETZE ENGLANDS AUF DEUTSCHLAND und die
von deren Abänderungen zu Erwartenden Folgen. Kassel, Verlag
von J. J. Bohné, 1842.                                                          £ 250

FISRT EDITION. 8vo, pp. 32; a little foxed; entirely uncut and unopened in
the original printed wrappers.

Scarce first edition of this German work on British Corn Laws (1815-
1846) and their harmful influence on Germany.

Meisterlin opens his book by analysing the agricultural situation in
England at the end of eighteenth century. He then goes on to discuss the
reasons why the Corn Laws were introduced, and summarizes that the
protectionist laws enhanced the profits and political power of English
landowners and aristocrats. He also claims that for many European
countries, including Germany, these laws were harmful. He explains that
Germany was used to import its low cost grain to England, but since
1815 its grain was forced out from the English market. As a result the
profit of many major German grain trading companies was limited for
more them 30 years.

Not in OCLC or COCAC; KVK locates copies in Berlin, Hamburg and Schwerin.

Rare l y  found in  pr in t

30. [MORELLI, Maria Maddalena]. DI CORILLA OLIMPICA Ode
alla Fecondita. Firenze, nella Stamperia di Gio. Batista Stecchi, e Anton-
Giuseppe Pagani. 1767.                                                             £ 500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [12]; attractive woodcut vignettes throughout; apart
from a few minor marks, a fine clean and crisp copy, uncut and stitched as issued.

A good copy of this uncommon and beautifully printed ode to fertility by the
poet Maria Maddalena Morelli (1727-1800), writing under her Arcadian name
Corilla Olimpica.

Born in Pistoia, Morelli spent a period travelling around Italy before becoming
the court poet at the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, in which capacity she



composed the present ode, on the occasion of the birth of the daughter of Maria Luisa and Pietro Leopoldo
of Tuscany. Morelli was renowned above all as an improvisatory poet, like her younger contemporary Teresa
Bandettini, and her reluctance to commit her works to the press goes a long way to explaining the rarity of
this and others of her works. Her life inspired Mme de Staël’s 1807 novel Corinne, ou l’Italie.

Not in OCLC or ICCU.

Draw ing  on Rousseau

31. [NAPOLEON]. SENTIMENTO DI UN TEOLOGO SOPRA IL GIURAMENTO comandato
dalla costituzione della Repubblica romana che è il seguente: Giuro odio alla monarchia ed all’anarchia
e fedeltà ed attaccamento alla Rep. ed alla costituzione …In Cesena, per gli Eredi Biasini all’ insegna di
Pallade, 1799.

[bound with]: INDIRIZZO ALLI FRANCESI ovvero Protesta del Pievano di S. Niccolo di Venezia. In
Cesena, MDCCXCIX [1799].

[bound with]: [GAZZOLA, Bonaventura]. RISPOSTA DEL VESCOVO DI CERVIA alla lettera della
Cesarea Regia Reggenza di Ravenna. [Cesena, 1799]. £ 750

FIRST EDITIONS. Three works in one volume, 8vo, pp. 56; 16; 72; some occasional light foxing, but otherwise
clean and crisp throughout; in contemporary half vellum over patterened boards; paper label at foot of spine, and slight
damage to lower cover, but still a good copy.

A good copy of this collection of three rare anti-Napoleonic pamphlets, in which the author likens the
invading French to the protestant reformers (or heretics) Luther and Wycliffe, denouncing the suppression of
the monasteries, the exile of the Pope, the immorality of the Napoleonic Code and its licencing of divorce, as
well as the insistence on “unintelligible, contradictory and insane liberty and equality”. The principal concern of
the author, however, is the confiscation of Church property; the work draws on the laws governing conquest,
as well as Rousseau (surprisingly) and Aquinas (unsurprisingly).

The third pamphlet is by the bishop of Cervia, Bonaventura Gazzola (1744-1832)

I. OCLC records one copy, at Arco; II. OCLC records copies at Illinois, Connecticut, and the Biblioteca
Rosminiana; III. OCLC has two copies, at Arco and Connecticut.

32. NOUGARÈDE DE FAYET, Andre. DE LA LÉGISLATION SUR LE MARIAGE ET SUR LE
DIVORCE. Paris. Le Normant, Imprimeur-Libraire, An X. - 1802. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xxvi, 27-191, [1] blank, [3] contents, [1] blank; clean and crisp throughout; in recent
cloth-backed marbled boards.



First edition of this rare essay on the laws surrounding marriage and divorce in France, following the
legalisation of divorce after the Revolution, by the Montpellier lawyer and politician André Jean Simon
Nougarède de Fayet (1765-1845).

Nougarède discusses the influence of natural law theory in the preceding century, and the effect on marriage
and divorce, before examining issues of divorce; he describes its causes, the role of parents and other parties,
the presence or absence of consent, the social and financial penalties, and finally the true laws of marriage,
which include paternal duties and rights, marital equality, and the advantages, as he sees it, of indissoluble
marriage.

Divorce was once again abolished in France in 1816, prompting Nougarède to revisit the subject, with similar
conclusions, in his Jurisprudence du mariage.

OCLC records three copies at Harvard, plus Connecticut and Pennsylvania in the US.

33. ONWHYN, Thomas. ETIQUETTE ILLUSTRATED. OR, HINTS On how to conduct oneself
in the best society by an X.M.C., London: Pubd. by Ackermann & Co. 98 Strand. [1849]. £ 650

Continuous sheet with 23 engraved scenes, some offset foxing, folding into original yellow boards, engraved vignette title
label on upper board, (extremities worn).

Covering situations in the ballroom, salutations, visiting, dress, dinner parties and ‘on taking yr departure’.

Thomas Onwhyn (1814-1886) was an illustrator notorious for pirating illustrations for Dickens’ works and
consequentially copying the manner of H. K. Browne and George Cruikshank. ‘Onwhyn’s most lasting
contribution was to the ephemeral end of the book trade in the 1840s and 1850s, illustrating the comic side
of everyday life. Undertaken for shadowy publishers such as Rock Bros. and Payne, and Kershaw & Son, he
produced a score of pull-out or panorama books, coloured and plain, lithographed or etched for the popular
market. Satirizing tourism, teetotalism, and fashion…’ (Oxford DNB).

34. [OWEN, William]. OWEN’S COMPLETE BOOK OF FAIRS,
published by the King’s Authority. Being a complete and authentic
account of all the fairs in England and Wales, as they have been settled
to be held since the alteration of the stile … A New Edition. To which
is added, An Abstract of all the Acts of Parliament relative to Fairs.
London: Printed for W. Owen, at No. 11, in Fleet Street; and Mess.
Goadby, and Co. at Sherborne. 1779.                                        £ 550

8vo, pp. [iv], iv, 137, [3] advertisements; without the half-title; with facsimile
signature of Owen at foot of title; lightly dust-soiled in places, but general clean;
disbound and stitched, as issued; housed in a custom made cloth box.

A fascinating handbook of all the fairs held in England and Wales, with information on
the dates of the fairs, their frequency, the place where they are held, and commodities
traded. The information is arranged by county, followed by an alphabetical list of fair
locations and a monthly listing of fairs. A large proportion of the fairs traded lifestock,
but fresh produce, clothing, wood etc. were also prominent.



The first edition of this work appeared in 1756 with a second following on in 1759. The present edition differs
from early editions in that it contains ‘An Abstract of all the Acts of Parliament relating to Fairs; being a sure
guide for the owners, governors, &c. of fairs’ (pp. i-iv).

ESTC records one copy only, at the Library Company of Philadelphia.

V iew f rom the Roof  o f  the  Bod le ian ,  f rom a Sketch  by  Mis s  C .G .

35. [OXFORD]. [GIRDLESTONE, Miss Charlotte Artist?]. PANORAMA OF OXFORD
[from the Roof of the Bodleian Library, From a Sketch by Miss C.G. 1845]. [London], Day & Haghe,
lithrs. to the Queen, [1845]. £ 3,500

Lithographic panorama in five sections on linen (200 x 1745 mm); generally toned, some water-staining and spotting;
original publisher’s red cloth, both covers with gilt-stamped ornamental border, front cover lettered in gilt; dusty, spine
weakened.

The publication of the present 360-degree panorama was announced in the Supplement to Jackson’s Oxford
Journal of November, 29, 1845: ‘This day is published, in an oblong 4to. volume, price 12s., ornamental boards,
A Panorama of Oxford, from the Roof of the Bodleian Library. From a Sketch by Miss C.G.’. The artist is
probably Miss Charlotte Girdlestone, amateur artist and founder of the Ragged School, Twthill, Denbighshire.

The panorama was reviewed in Art Union of January 1846: ‘…The details of all the buildings are carefully given:
and there is a singular truthfulness in this elaborate and well-executed panorama that must inspire its welcome
reception’ (p. 21).

36. POCCI, Franz. VIOLA TRICOLOR. In Picture and Rhyme. [Paris, Lemercier] for Stroefer &
Kirchner in New York, [1876]. £ 950

Folio, ff. [16], lithographic title printed in sepia and 8 chromolithographic plates printed by Lemercier in Paris; very light
spotting or browning, mainly in the margins; original decorative cloth, blocked in black and gilt; a little rubbed, front
inner hinge weakened; sympathetically rebacked.

First edition of the last work by the courtier, poet, composer and artist, Franz Graf von Pocci (Munich, 1807-
1876), published specifically for the American market.

Viola Tricolor is a bizarre and amusing addition to the canon of works anthropomorphising plants or animals - in
this case pansies - where scenes depicting Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, The Argonauts, The Artist at his
Easel, et al., are accurately rendered save for each character’s face being replaced by flowers.



37. [RAILWAYS]. Francis Morton & Co. RAILWAY ENGINEERS’ COPY. Francis Morton’s
System of Railway Fencing, Iron Telegraph Poles, & c. with detailed Forms of Specifications and
Prices, also corrugated Iron Roofs, Iron Railway Buildings, Cranes, Weigh Bridges, &c. &c [cover
titling]. Liverpool, Francis Morton & Co., 1861. £ 1,950

PRESENTATION COPY. Oblong large folio (380 x 755 mm), pp. [8], two half the width of the volume, 12
lithographic plates; original pink lithographic wrappers, stitched as issued; a little spotted; upper margin of the front
cover inscribed in ink “Townsend Esq. C.E. with Francis Morton & Co’s Compliments”.

An unusually large and beautiful mid-Victorian manufacturer’s catalogue showing railway fencing systems in
situ: in front of a British landscape with cattle, a manor house, village church and a train in the distance, in
India with a native fixing the fence with a spanner and other natives resting next to their camels, horses, and
sheep, a governor’s palace and a distant mosque. One plate shows six different metal structures, a railway
station, a carriage shed with wagons inside, a goods warehouse entirely clad with corrugated iron, Banbury
railway station, straight corrugated iron roofing, and a railway platform with a train approaching. The
engineering company was founded in 1848 and supplied the empire with metal hardware for transport,
communication, commerce and trade.

OCLC locates only an 1862 Francis Morton catalogue in 4to with four plates, in the State Library of Victoria.



Fasc ina t ing  Arch i ve  o f  Le t te r s  re la t ing  to  the  Summer  Exh ib i t i on  a t  the  RA

38. [ROYAL ACADEMY]. SELECTION COMMITTEE. A series of 92 ALS to Henry Howard
requesting works of art to be shown at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. 1828-1841. £ 1,400

Contained in a late nineteenth century scrap album; original cloth, spine broken.

The archive of letters and notes, apparently all addressed to Henry Howard (1769–1847) painter and
secretary to the Royal Academy, contain requests for works of Art to be exhibited at the annual Summer
Exhibition and in a few cases the return of items either rejected, or to be returned after the close of the
exhibition.

It would appear that this group of ephemeral
letters were to accompany the works of art as
they were sent in for the years Summer Exhibition.
The letters mostly concern the Selection
Committee’s work. Today the selection falls into
three categories ‘A’ for accepted ‘D’ for doubtful
and ‘X’ for turned down; however in Howard’s
time it seem a straight tick for accepted or ‘X’ for
turned down was the procedure. The Hanging
Committee are always faced with the impossibility
of trying to hang more pictures than there is wall
space to accommodate them. Clearly in the first
half of the nineteenth century quite a number of
works approved by the Selection Committee were
‘crowded out’ during the hanging Committees
work and thus do not a appear in the printed
catalogues.

The archive also contains a number of requests for return; (one gentleman being twice sent the wrong
painting!) and another wondering what has become of his work has the curt pencilled note ‘7d to Pay.’

How this rather odd group of artists and years came to be placed in an album, or why, is something of a
mystery. The artists on the whole have dropped from general record.

A list of the the artist, the year in which works were either accepted or rejected, and the published catalogue
numbers, available upon request.

J ames  Wat t s ’Copy

39. [SELWYN, George Augustus]. AN ACCOUNT OF ALL THE MANORS, MESSUAGES,
LANDS, TENEMENTS, AND HEREDITAMENTS, in the Different Counties of England and Wales,
Held by Lease from the Crown. As contained in the Report of the Commissioners appointed to
enquire into the State and Condition of the Royal Forests, Woods and Land Revenues … . London,
… For S. Hooper… and Messers. Robinsons, 1787. £ 650

Oblong folio, pp. [iv], 76, 14; occasionally lightly brown-spotted; entirely uncut in the publisher’s blue paper-covered
boards, contrasting white paper spine titled in ink MSS “Corn Leases 1787”; wear to spine.

This official account contains the names of the lessees, dates and terms of their leases, real value, fines &c.
together with appendices which calculate the aggregate value of the land revenue of the Crown in Queen
Mary’s Time with a compendium of the whole revenues and profits of the Crown in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. Also a calendar to the surveys of the estates of Charles I taken by ordinance of Parliament during
the interregnum.

The accounts are signed by G. Augustus Selwyn, Surveyor General, and dated Nov. 17th, 1786. There also
appear to be three counter-signatories, Cha. Middleton, John Call & Arthur Holdsworth, although their status
is unrecorded.

From the Library of James Watt and family at Doldowlod; the inked MSS title “Crown Leases 1787” on the
spine is almost certainly in Watt’s hand. Watt, from the later part of the eighteenth century, began buying
small parcels of land as investment and may have used this volume as a ready reference work on current land
rentals and values.



It is interesting to note that William Beckford held “two messuages on the West side of Ayr Street” London
until 5 April 1813 at a rent of £50, and that all the gold and silver mines in Shropshire and Staffordshire were
rented to the Duke of Chandos. A particularly pleasing and fresh copy of an interesting source-work.

Narcissistic, self-serving, indolent, and prone to once barbed and now flat commentaries, Selwyn was a man of
his day whose reputation has, deservedly, dated and withered over time.

Kress B.1233; ESTC records six copies in North America, at Harvard, Library of Congress, Chicago, Kansas,
Western Ontario and the Huntington.

The Southampton L i t e rar y  and Sc ien t i f i c  Ins t i tu t ion

40. [SOUTHAMPTON]. PROPOSALS FOR ERECTING AND MAINTAINING, IN THE TOWN
OF SOUTHAMPTON, A BUILDING TO BE APPROPRIATED TO THE PURPOSES OF A LITERARY
AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION. Southampton, October 22, 1846.

[Together with:] CLERK, Henry M.D. Projected Literary and Scientific Institution in Southampton.
[Southampton?], December 23, 1846. £ 450



Two items together. I. Single 4to sheet, pp. 2, printed on light blue paper; marginally a little spotted, previously folded.
II. Bifolium in 4to, pp. 2, [1]; marginally a little browned, previously folded.

These two printed documents relate to the apparently very short-lived Southampton Literary and Scientific
Institution, which had ceased to exist by the mid-1850s. The society was chaired by the magistrate, mayor and
bank director Joseph Lobb (c. 1800-1876), and the proposals for the erection of a building had been discussed
and decided in Audit House Library, a precursor of the public library of the town. The intended building had
to contain a lecture room, ‘capable of accommodating 500 men’, a library and reading room, and a small
observatory, ‘toward the furnishing of which a friend who approves of the object, has promised a three-feet
Transit Instrument’. The building is costed at four to five thousand Pounds Sterling, and when the first item,
the Proposals went to print, the money raised by subscription and donation was £1262 10s. An additional line
in ink states ‘+/- 2000 for January 8, 1847’.

The printed double leaf dated December 23, 1846, reports that the local committee of the British Association
had met at Audit House and decided to support the projected Literary and Scientific Institution. It could be
announced that half of the sum of £4000 had been drummed up, and that the Committee was about to
purchase land for the building. The last page is a list of subscribers, shareholders and donors.

Not in the BL or OCLC.

Cook ing  in  the  Cr imean War

41. SOYER, Alexis Benoît (1810-1858), chef. LETTER IN A SECRETARY’S HAND SIGNED
BY SOYER. ‘Onboard Baraguey d’Hilliers, Balaklava Harbour, Crimea.’ 14th June 1855. £ 1,250

4to, 2 pages with intragal blank in black ink undoubtably in the hand of Soyer’s secretary Thomas Garfield [see below].

A fine letter from the first celebrity chef whilst in the midst of the Crimean War.

Soyer thanks Benjamin Hawes, the deputy secretary at the war department, that ‘Though a very long distance
from you and almost amongst the savage bears of Russia. I don’t forget your Kindness to me prior to my
departure for the Crimea.’

Soyer than explains the situation of ‘Mr Milton, the late purveyor in chief at Scutari Barrack hospital, who I
hope has received a letter of explanation for the mistake.’ It was through the omission of the word
‘Constantinople’ in a letter that Soyer had written to the British press, that Mr Milton had been
unintentionally cast in a bad light. ‘As soon as I discovered the error I immediately rode to Head Quarters,
and had an interview with Lord Raglan, who kindly promised to communicate with that officer upon the
subject if necessary.’

Later in the letter Soyer explains his intention to travel to Constantinople for a few days ‘to give an eye to the
different hospitals and place a Civilian Cook in each establishment… .’ He further remarks that he had
invented a semi biscuit-bread ‘ a new way of salting the meat and likewise given a correct mixture of
preserved vegetables for the army which will cost much less than those hitherto supplied and will prove more
wholesome to the men.’



Soyer’s secretary, Thomas Garfield, together with Mary Seacole was one of the few non-whites to be in the
Crimea. He was a last minute appointment for James Lomax, who had been employed for the trip, but
subsequently dropped out. Garfied is described only by the initials T.G. in Soyer’s book Culinary Campagne of
1857. Soyers entourage must have appeared very odd, ‘My secretary, T. G., a gentleman of colour… the
contrast presented by us, myself being equipped in an Oriental costume, T. G. clothed in white, and my
Zouave rigged in full feather, was very great; and my suite always created a sensation throughout the camp,
more especially when accompanied by the invincible P. M., who was attired in nankeen, a very peculiar style,
he being an extensive patronizer of the eminent firm of Messrs. Nicoll.’

‘In 1855 reports of appalling conditions in the war in the Crimea were reaching London, and Soyer offered his
service, without payment, to the government. This was accepted and he went out to Scutari to reorganise the
catering in the hospitals there. His practical skills were put to good use, and he later went with Florence
Nightingale to Balaklava and Sevastopol to continue the work. The field stoves he had devised before leaving
London were sent out and installed in the camp kitchens. They proved so efficient and economical that the
army used them, in modified form, for at least a century. Soyer returned home in 1857 and published A
Culinary Campaign, mainly about his own adventures in the Crimea and the way he simplified and improved the
army catering. It contained a selection of recipes for hospital and invalid diets, as well as hearty dishes, such as
salt meat, for large numbers, under the heading of ‘Field and barrack cookery’. He also wrote a pamphlet in
that year, Instructions to Military Cooks. He was then asked to redesign the kitchens at Wellington Barracks,
which were opened in July 1858.’ [ODNB].

Sta tu tes  o f  the  Sw i s s  Soc ie t y  o f  Natura l  Sc iences  -  the  f i r s t  o f  i t s  t ype in  Europe

42. [SWITZERLAND]. STATUTS CONSTITUTIFS et règlemens divers de la Société Helvétique
des Sciences Naturelles. Extraits des protocoles et réimprimés avec toutes leurs modifications par
order de la Société et par les soins du comité central de Genève. Genève, de l’imprimerie Ch. Gruaz,
1832. £ 185

FIRST EDITION THUS. 8vo, pp. 22, [2] blank; some marginal
browning; with the library stamp of the Rostok Academy on title-page; in the
original printed wrappers.

A good copy of these rare statutes of the Swiss Society of Natural
Sciences.

Founded in 1815 outside Geneva, the Society had as its aim “the
advancement of the study of natural history in general, in particular
that of Switzerland, its propagation and its direction in a way that it
might become truly useful to the nation”. The present statutes were
initially approved in Zürich in 1817, but appear here for the first time
in their completed form. The statutes describe, in addition to the
Society’s aims, the rules for reception of new members, meeting
places, the organisation and direction of the Society, and the focus of
its activity; the second part contains the rules adopted at Basel in
1821 for the deposit of the Society’s archives, while the third contains
the rules for the financial administration of the Society.

The society was formed by a group of Genevois around Henri-Albert
Gosse, in collaboration with scientists from around Switzerland. By
agreement with two Geneva societies, the Société de physique et
d’histoire naturelle and the Société des naturalistes, the Society aimed to have its annual meeting each year in
a different canton. It was the first of its type in Europe, and influenced societies in Germany, France, and
elsewhere. The society changed its name in 1988 to l’Académie suisse des sciences naturelles.

OCLC records copies at Kiel, Dresden, and the British Library.



Rare  His to r iog raph ica l  Compi la t ion

43. TRIANGI, Franz Wilhelm. CONCINNATIO HISTORICO-
POLITICA, de & pro Arcanis Imperantium. Viennæ Austriæ, typis
Joannis Jacobi Kürner. 1700.                                                  £ 650

FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo (150 × 92 mm), pp. [24], 129, [5]; a nice crisp
copy in contemporary speckled calf, all edges gilt, a little insect damage at foot of
spine and to rear board, front free endpaper cut away; early ms notes to rear
endpapers, some pencil marks in the margins.

First (and only) edition of the author’s only printed book: a rare
historiographical compilation, with sections on Austria, Poland, Muscovy,
Sweden, Denmark, England (Elizabeth I, Mary Queen of Scots, etc.),
Germany, Venice, Holland, Persia, and the Roman Empire. It is dedicated to
Julius Friedrich, Graf Bucellini von Reichenberg, Austrian Court Chancellor,
1694-1705.

Emperor Leopold later conferred on Triangi the title Imperial
Historiographer but, although he compiled much, he never published
anything else.

OCLC locates the book as an internet resource only.

Trans la t ions  by  a  Venet ian  Lady  -  pub l i sher ,  wr i t e r  and theat r i ca l  p roducer

44. TURRA, Elisabetta Caminer. COMPOSIZIONI TEATRALI MODERNE. Tradotte da
Elisabetta Caminer. Tomo I [-IV]. Venezia, a proprie spese e si dispensa dal Colombani. MDCCLXXII
[1772]. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Four volumes, 8vo, pp. I. xx, 382 [misnumbered 362], [1] imprint, [1] blank; II. 90, [1] imprint,
[1] blank; 72; 88; 98; III. iv, 111, [1] imprint; 71, [1] imprint; 108; 84; IV. 55, [1] imprint; [ii], 36; 119, [1] imprint;
71, [1] imprint (A2 not present, as usual); 84; with engraved frontispiece to volume I and engraved title in each
volume; some occasional foxing and browning, and the odd marginal tear, but generally clean and crisp throughout; in
later blue paper-backed marbled boards, spines ruled and lettered in gilt; some slight wear to extremities, but a good
copy nonetheless.

A superb copy of this collection of theatrical translations by the Venetian publisher, writer, and theatrical
producer Elisabetta Caminer Turra (1751-1796).



Turra is best known as the founder and editor of the Giornale enciclopedico, which became one of the foremost
enlightenment influences in the Veneto, thanks to its combination of reviews, announcements, and extracts of
the latest philosophical, scientific and literary works from throughout Europe. In particular, the Giornale, under
Caminer’s direction, was especially interested in the question of the rôle of women in society: She wrote one
of the first Italian reviews of Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman. and translated several works
by Voltaire; her translations of French plays were often performed in Venice under her direction.

The plays translated include works by Mercier, Goldoni, Fenouillot de Falbaire, Beaumarchais, Arthur Murphy,
and Voltaire, and cover the theatre of England, Germany, France, and the Netherlands.

OCLC records two copies in North America, at Duke and Princeton.

Pocket  D ic t ionary  fo r  A rch i t ec t s

45. VOCH, Lukas. ALLGEMEINES BAULEXICON, oder Erklärung der deutschen und
französischen Kunstwörter, in der bürgerlichen, Kriegs- und Schiffbaukunst, wie auch Hydrotechnik
und Hydraulik. Augsburg und Leipzig, im Verlage bey Matthäus Riegers, 1781. £ 750

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 359, [1] advertisements; in contemporary half sheep, spine ruled in gilt with brown
labels lettered in gilt.

First edition of this uncommon architectural and technical dictionary by the
noted Bavarian architect and engineer Lukas Voch (1728–1783).

Voch was based in Augsburg, and was the author of numerous works on civic
architecture, hydraulics, building regulations, sundials, and applied geometry.
The present work offers a comprehensive lexicon of German and French
terms relating to architecture, shipbuilding, military engineering,
hydrotechnics, and hydraulics. In his preface, he claims to be the first to put
together such a dictionary which is of use not just for domestic architects but
also for civil engineers and other practitioners; the work is also aimed at
administrators, jurists, and civil servants who need to understand building
terminology, as well as for those commissioning buildings, in order to avoid
being deceived by builders. In these respects Voch’s work differs from earlier
lexica by Penther and Sturm, both of which dealt exclusively with domestic
architecture; the present book also is distinctive for its small format, enabling
it to be used much more easily as a reference for practitioners in the field.

OCLC records four copies in North America, at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Oklahama, Texas, and the Canadian Centre for Architecture.


